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Introduction

An Active Essay is an essay in a live medium with some fairly difficult 
requirements.  Besides a textual explanation and images, it contains running 
simulations.  The program for each simulation is present on the page, and can be 
modified and run by the reader.  An Active Essay is a place for experimentation, 
where a student can debug his understanding by trying different variations of the 
simulation.

As we tried to create Active Essays in the early 1990's, we struggled to find 
a system that could handle text, images, and a running simulation.  We also 
needed the pages to contain the code for the simulation, and a way to modify 
and run the code.    It needed to have small file size, so that schools and 
students could use it, as opposed to an entire Squeak image and virtual 
machine.  

HyperCard(™) from 1987 met most of these criteria.  The problem was that 
scripts are edited in a separate window, and could not be on a card.  However, 
HyperCard has an evaluate command.  I wrote a script for the 'Accept' button 
that took the contents of a text field and installed it as a script.  I also made a 
versioning system that allowed the user to go back to previous version of a script.  
The result is the An Active Essay on Evolution created in 1994 and shown here.

The essay brings to life Richard Dawkins' challenge to evolve 'Methinks it is 
like a weasel' with the only guidance being the number of positions that have a 
correct letter.  Here is the passage that inspired this essay.

The Blind Watchmaker 
by Richard Dawkins
pp46-48 in the chapter 'Accumulating small change'

...
Hamlet. Do you see yonder cloud that's almost in shape of a camel?
Polonius. By the mass, and 'tis like a camel, indeed.
Hamlet. Methinks it is like a weasel.
Polonius. It is backed like a weasel.
Hamlet. Or like a whale? Very like a whale.

I don't know who it was first pointed out that, given enough time, a monkey 
bashing away at random on a typewriter could produce all the works of 
Shakespeare. The operative phrase is, of course, given enough time. Let us limit 
the task facing our monkey somewhat. Suppose that he has to produce, not the 
complete works of Shakespeare but just the short sentence 'Methinks it is like a 
weasel', and we shall make it relatively easy by giving him a typewriter with a 
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restricted keyboard, one with just the 26 (capital) letters, and a space bar. How 
long will he take to write this one little sentence?

The sentence has 28 characters in it, so let us assume that the monkey has 
a series of discrete 'tries', each consisting of 28 bashes at the keyboard. If he 
types the phrase correctly, that is the end of the experiment. If not, we allow him 
another 'try' of 28 characters. I don't know any monkeys, but fortunately my 11-
month old daughter is an experienced randomizing device, and she proved only 
too eager to step into the role of monkey typist. Here is what she typed on the 
computer:

UMMK JK  CDZZ F ZD DSDSKSM 
S SS FMCV PU I DDRGLKDXRRDO 
RDTE QDWFDVIOY UDSKZWDCCVYT 
H CHVY NMGNBAYTDFCCVD D 
RCDFYYYRM N DFSKD LD K WDWK
HKAUIZMZI UXDKIDISFUMDKUDXI

She has other important calls on her time, so I was obliged to program
the computer to simulate a randomly typing baby or monkey:

WDLDMNLT DTJBKWIRZREZLMQCO P 
Y YVMQKZPGJXWVHGLAWFVCHQYOPY 
MWR SWTNUXMLCDLEUBXTQHNZVIQF 
FU OVAODVYKDGXDEKYVMOGGS VT 
HZQZDSFZIHIVPHZPETPWVOVPMZGF 
GEWRGZRPBCTPGQMCKHFDBGW ZCCF

And so on and on. It isn't difficult to calculate how long we should reasonably 
expect to wait for the random computer (or baby or monkey) to type METHINKS 
IT IS LIKE A WEASEL. Think about the total number of possible phrases of the 
right length that the monkey or baby or random computer could type. It is the 
same kind of calculation as we did for haemoglobin, and it produces a similarly 
large result. There are 27 possible letters (counting 'space' as one letter) in the 
first position. The chance of the monkey happening to get the first letter-M -right 
is therefore 1 in 27. The chance of it getting the first two letters — ME - right is 
the chance of it getting the second letter - E - right (1 in 27) given that it has also 
got the first letter - M - right, therefore 1/27 x 1/27, which equals 1/729. The 
chance of it getting the first word - METHINKS - right is 1/27 for each of the 8 
letters, therefore (1/27) X (1/27) x (1/27) x (1/27). .., etc. 8 times, or (1/27) to the 
power 8. The chance of it getting the entire phrase of 28 characters right is (1/27) 
to the power 28, i.e. (1/27) multiplied by itself 28 times. These are very small 
odds, about 1 in 10,000 million million million million million million. To put it 
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mildly, the phrase we seek would be a long time coming, to say nothing of the 
complete works of Shakespeare.

So much for single-step selection of random variation. What about 
cumulative selection; how much more effective should this be? Very very much 
more effective, perhaps more so than we at first realize, although it is almost 
obvious when we reflect further. We again use our computer monkey, but with a 
crucial difference in its program. It again begins by choosing a random sequence 
of 28 letters, just as before:

WDLMNLTDTJBKWIRZREZLMQCOP

It now 'breeds from' this random phrase. It duplicates it repeatedly, but with a 
certain chance of random error - 'mutation' - in the copying. The computer 
examines the mutant nonsense phrases, the 'progeny' of the original phrase, and 
chooses the one which, however slightly, most resembles the target phrase, 
METHINKS IT IS LIKE A WEASEL. In this instance the winning phrase of the 
next 'generation' happened to be: 

WDLTMNLTDTJBSWIRZREZLMQCOP

Not an obvious improvement! But the procedure is repeated, again mutant 
'progeny' are 'bred from' the phrase, and a new 'winner' is chosen. This goes on, 
generation after generation. After 10 generations, the phrase chosen for 
'breeding' was:

MDLDMNLS ITpSWHRZREZ MECS P 

After 20 generations it was:
MELDINLS IT ISWPRKE Z WECSEL 

By now, the eye of faith fancies that it can see a resemblance to the
target phrase. By 30 generations there can be no doubt: 

METHINGS IT ISWLIKE B WECSEL

Generation 40 takes us to within one letter of the target:
METHINKS IT IS LIKE I WEASEL

And the target was finally reached in generation 43. A second run of the 
computer began with the phrase:

Y YVMQKZPFfXWVHGLAWFVCHQXYOPY, 

passed through (again reporting only every tenth generation):
Y YVMQKSPFTXWSHLIKEFV HQYSPY 
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YETHINKSPITXISHLIKEFA WQYSEY 
METHINKS IT ISSLIKE A WEFSEY 
METHINKS IT ISBLIKE A WEASES 
METHINKS IT ISJLIKE A WEASEO 
METHINKS IT IS LIKE A WEASEP

and reached the target phrase in generation 64.  In a third run the computer 
started with:

GEWRGZRPBCTPGQMCKHFDBGW ZCCF

and reached METHINKS IT IS LIKE A WEASEL in 41 generations of selective 
'breeding'.

The exact time taken by the computer to reach the target doesn't matter.  
[…] What matters is the difference between the time taken by cumulative 
selection, and the time which the same computer, working flat out at the same 
rate, would take to reach the target phrase if it were forced to use the other 
procedure of single-step selection: about a million million million million million 
years. This is more than a million million million times as long as the universe 
has so far existed. Actually it would be fairer just to say that, in comparison with 
the time it would take either a monkey or a randomly programmed computer to 
type our target phrase, the total age of the universe so far is a negligibly small 
quantity, so small as to be well within the margin of error for this sort of back-of-
an-envelope calculation. Whereas the time taken for a computer working 
randomly but with the constraint of cumulative selection to perform the same 
task is of the same order as humans ordinarily can understand, between 11 
seconds and the time it takes to have lunch.
There is a big difference, then, between cumulative selection (in which each 
improvement, however slight, is used as a basis for future building), and single-
step selection (in which each new 'try' is a fresh one). If evolutionary progress 
had had to rely on single-step selection, it would never have got anywhere.
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